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Havel obviously did not have the Human Genome Project in mind when
he wrote his 1984 speech, nor when he delivered a speech to a joint ses-
sion of the U.S. Congress hi February 1990. Nonetheless, his 1984 words
aptly summarize the challenge we face, and his 1990 words to the Congress
properly insist that we all take personal responsibility for our own actions
and the future of our world: "Without a global revolution in the sphere of
human consciousness, nothing will change for the better in the sphere of
our being.*11

In 1992, after more than two years as president of Czechoslovakia, Havel
reaffirmed his belief in the ability of postmodernist politicians to rediscover
the "soul, individual spirituality, [and] first-Land personal insight into
tilings" and to have "the courage to be himself and go the way his conscience
points." Although Havel was speaking specifically about the need to fill toe
void left by the death of worldwide communism with a new humanism, his
wards seem directly applicable to the Human Geiome Project:

The end of Communism is, Erst and foremost, a message to the human race. It
is a message we have not yet fully deciphered and comprehended. In its deepest
sense, the end of Communism has brought a major era in himan history to an
end. It has brought an end not just to the 19tb and 20th centuries, but to the
modern age as a whole.11

la Havel's Yision, and in the visions of the authors we have reviewed,
"the modern era has beea dominated by the culminating belief, expressed
in different forms, that the world—md Being ts such—is a wholly know-
atoie system governed by a finite number of universal laws that man can
grasp and rationally direct for his own benefit.w"nus view, both Havel and
history suggest, is well iride of the mark, and the very survival of our
species depends on the adoption of a paradigm based not on. further collec-
tion of information but on "such forces as a natural, unique and unrepeat-
abk experience of the world, an elementary sense of justice, the ability to
see things as others do, a sense of transcendental responsibility, archetypal
wisdom, good taste, courage, compassion and faith in the importance of
particular measures that do not aspire to be a universal key to salvatioii.nM

Can the "new world" United States learn from the old? Can "new science"
learn to take its social responsibilities seriousl5? Can we use our species
consciousness to help us confront not only the promise but also the perils
of the new genetics? It win not happen easily in a country where new is still

' seen! asffoetfer,and wnerethe'future is still seen as limitless. It is, after all,
not Mary Shelley's hut Gatsby*s viewof our future that prevails:

Gaisby believed in the green light, the orgiastic future that year by year recedes
before us. It eluded us then, but that's no matter—tomorrow we will run faster,
stretch our anus further.... And one fine morning—

So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the p»st.Ji

12
Outrageous Fortune:
Selling Other People's Cells

Biotechnology has come to meanminfagjOT_bMo^caIjoId, Perhaps the
"most emblematic fcioe£rucs=biSre^nology case~is the case of Join Moore.
California courts decided who could reap profits from a cell line developed
from his spleen, aid ia the process gave "insider trading" a whole new
meaning.1

In 1976 John Moore, then a surveyor mth the Alaskan pipeline, sought
medical treatment for hairy cell leukemia from hematobgistoncologist
David W. Gdde at the University of CaEfornia at Los Angeles (UCLA).
As is standard procedure in this disease, Golde recommended that Moore's
spleen, which trad enlarged from about a half pound to more than fourteen
pounds, be removed. Moore quickly improved after the surgery. Golde
took a sample from the spleen and isolated and cultured an immortal cell
line capable of producing a variety of products, including the lymphokine
GM-CSF (granulocyte-macropfaage colony stimulating factor). In 1979,
Golde filed a report of possible patentability with the University of Califor-
nia. In 1983 the University applied for a patent on the cell line naming
Golde, and his research assistant Shirley Quan, as inventors. The patent
was granted in 1984.

to jee Golde about every six months. He lold an interviewer that he never
would have known about the existence of the cell line had Golde not called
him in September 1983 and told him he had *^rissjgne^^^onsentj[amw

(circling I "do not* instead of I "do" grant the' Umverdty aH rights in "any
cell line*1). Moore then decided to consult attorney Sanford Gage.1

la September 1984, Moore filed suit against the University of California,
Golde, Quan, and two corporations, alleging ckven types of wrongdoing
(including conversion, lack of informed consent, and breach of fiduciary
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duty) and seeking an accounting and other relief.The triud courtessentially
dedded that Moore had oo right to bring suit. Moore appealed, andTn July
l^ iTa CaWomia Cbxirt of Appeals,ln a 2 to I decision, determined that
Moore bad stated a proper cause of action foe conversion/

THE APPEAI5C0URT DECISION

Judge David Rothman, writing for the majority, concentrated on just one
issne Did Moore stele a cause of action for conversion? Conversion is a
strict liability tort tiat under California law is committed against a person
if the person can prove (1) ownership or right to possession of property at
the time of the conversion, (2> the wrongful conversion oi disposal of the
property, and (3) damages. As a strict liability tort, conversion requires
neither knowledge or intent of the defendant, but instead "rests upon the
unwarranted interference by the defendant with the dominiot over the
property of the plaintiff from which injury to the latter results." For exam-
ple, in one case the defendant bought a building in which the plaintiff was
a subtenant who had used the basement to store numerous barrels of wine.
The defendant, thi«lring the barreli were junk, sold them. He was liable
for conversio* in spite of his lack of knowledge of their value or intent to
wrongfully profit from their sale.

Tnus the Moore case raises three questions regarding conversion: Were
the spleen cells Moore's property? Did Golde wrongfully take diem? And
did Moore surfer damages as a result?

ARE CEUS PROPERTY?

By California statute: "The ownership of a thing is the right of ooeormore
persons to possess and use rt to tne exclusion of others. . . . The thing of
which there may be ownership is called property." We are macenstorned to
think of the human body as property and have put many controls over the
disposition of organs and deceased bodies, including a prolubitira^ on
the sale of organs and tusue for transplantation. Nonetheless, we do have
thVexctosive right to our organs and tissues, at least while they are in our
bodies, and the court seems correct in concluding: "The essence of property
interest—the ultimate right of c o n t r o l . . . exists with regard to one'i own
body."

The court saw this a* debatable, but it had no sympathy at all with
the defendants' position that researchers, doctors, universities,and private
companies can "own hwnan. cells, but individuals cannot. Similarly, the
defendants' contention thaTaV diseased spleen is a thing of no value was
negated by the fact that the cefls from the spleen were the foundation of a
multimillion-dollar Industry.

The court was equally unimpressed with the argument that permitting

the plaintiff to participate in the economic gain from his cells would inhibit
scientific progress:

Biotechnology is no looter a purely lesearih oriented field in which the primary
incentives a e academic or for the betterment of humanity. Biological materials
no longer pass finely to all scientist!. As here, the rush to patent for exclusive
use is rampant. The Enis being established between academics and industry to
profitize biological specimens are a subject of great concern. If thit science has
become science for profit, then we Ml to see any justfficatioi for excluding the
patient from partmpaiion in those profits.

ABANDONMENT AND CONSENT

Wasn't Moore's ssrgically removed spleen just "medical waste" that he
abandoned for the physicians to dispose of as they saw fit? This has cer-
tainly been the traditional view. For example, when another patient sued a
physician and hospital for cremating his amputated leg, the knowledge of
which he said caused him to have nightmares, t ie Kentucky Supreme Court
was unsympathetic. It ruled that, at least in the absence of "any specific
reservation, demand, or objection to some normal procedure,1* the patient
accepts the standard method the hospital uses to dispose of amputated
body parts when he consents to surgery.4 And Ine American Medical Asso-
ciation's legal office has recommended use of the following claise in stan-
dard surgical consent forms: "I consent to the disposal by hospital authori-
ties of any tissues or body parts thai may be removed."* Such disposal has
always meant incineration or burial and does not envision, for example,
burial at sea.

Although not relying en the Kentucky case, Judge Rothman reacled a
similar conclusion. He asserted that "internment or inciaeration" would
have been proper disposal methods abort which Moore could not have
complained. But "any use . . . which is not within die accepted understand-
ing of the patient is a conversion, ft cannot be seriously asserted tiat a
patient abandons a severed organ to the first person who takes it, nor can
it be presumed that the patient is indifferent to whatever use migkt be
made of uVThe conclusion follows naturally: "commercialexploitation'' of
human tissue is improper "without t ie consent of the living patient.* As to
damages, the court concluded that.tinswai: an,issiKj^ojp^lyJorj^jurv,...

tSssenting, Judge Ronald George would have dismissed the case because
he thought Moore's claim trivial. He said, for example, that he was "not
prepared to extend the constitutionally sanctified right of property. . .
to the refuse foundcmthtfloOTof the barbershop or nail safan. En the hos-
pital bedpan, or i n W o p e r a f t ^ w m receptacjll" Moore's oontribution to
the value of the cell lineTwas miwinnil, "like unformed day or stone trans-
formed by the hands of a master sculptor into a valuable work of art."
Finally, as a natter of public policy, Judge George thought that permitting
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patients to sell or profit from their organs and tissues would impede medical
progress because patients might refuse to cooperate or try to sell to the
highest bidder. Therefore, he thought it proper for the legislature, not the
courts, to decide what should be done in a case like this.

THE CORRECT ANALOGY?

Is the fact that Moore's spleen -was diseased sad removed for therapeutic
lessons sufficient so conclude that it was of no value to him? Judge Rota-
man said no and suggested the following analogy. Suppose crude oil is
ruining a fanner's corn crop, and suppose that the fanner may even be
willing to pay an oil refinery to take it off his land. Even though the farmer
cannot make any use of the oil without the aid of the refinery, he is still
entitled to a share in the refinery's profits from the product of his land.4

Other agricultural analogies have beea suggested. For example, under
Roman law, as long as crops remain in the ground, they arc generally
owned by the person who owns the ground. If they are removed, ownership
depends on whether they axefructus naturoies (perennials such as trees and
grasses) oijructus indastriates (annuals such as com): Severed vegetables
belonged to the gardener, whereas severed trees belonged to the landowner.
The distinction was based on the amount of human input: the more effort
expended, the more likely ownership was to reside in the gardener. This
analogy favors the physician. So does a similar Roman law doctrine, "speci-
fication," that holds that when an entirely new product is fashioned out of
products belonging to another, the person who performs the transforma-
tion owns the final product.7

Neither of these doctrines, however, settles the question of damages.
Even if the physirian-rejearcher now awns the cell line, he may stUl owe
the patient something. Judge George thought that something would be the
value of the portion of the spleen that was taken at the time—that is,
nothing or almost nothing. But, since the ceils are living and reproduce, a
more apt agricultural analogy may be one stemming fron farm animals.
The progeny of animals are the property of the mother's owner under the
maxim partus sequitur ventrem ("the birth comes from the womb"). In
addition, an owner wrongfully deprived of lhestock can get the value of
the eggs from converted chickens and milk from converted cows. These
cases support a claim that the patient would have for the value of the

This suggests what may be the proper analogy. Suppose a farmer's cow
is dying and threatens to infect the rest of his lerd- His neighbor agrees to
care for the cow on the neighbor's farm, both of them believing the cow's
illness is fatal. Under tie neighbor's care, the cow recovers. Instead of
returning the cow, he keeps it. Over the years, it has a dozen calves before
the farmer discovers what the neighbor has done. Under animal progeny
cases the fanner should be able to recover not only the value of the cow.
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but also the value of the calves as well (perhaps deducting the cost of food
and medicine).

The problem wim treating Moore's spleen like garbage Is that Moore did
not abandon it (his physician remored it to do with it whatever is custom-
arily done with removed organs), nor, had be known bis spleen was valu-
able, would he have abandoned it after removal. Indeed, it ii primarily
becauseof whatjtsearchers fear patient* will do (that iSj got voluntarily
relinquish thar rights m commercial products icsuMng from manipulation
of their cells) tflat researchers oppose even disclosing die potential value of
gjEETwuii patients. PerhapsYmore apt analogy involving garbage is that a
person is usually happy to have their garbage removed; if there are two
competing garbage companies, however, and one will pay to take the gar-
bage away (of will do it cheaper than the other}, people will usually let the
company that will pay have the garbage. If yet a third company discovers a
way to turn garbage into gold, most people would want to charge that
company even more, and, if their garbage is unique, they might well hold
out for a share of the profits.

THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT

The California Supreme Court ignored all of these interesting and useful
analogies and examined only two questions: Can Moore sue Golde for
failure to disclose his pecuniary hvterest in producing a cell line from
Moore's spleen as a breach of his fiduciary duty to the patient? And can
Moore sue the research companies tnd others who have used tie cell line
for a share in their profits from it! In a 5 to 2 opinion, Justice Edward
Panelli, writing for the California Supreme Court, answered the first ques-
tion af finnatiyely but refused to grant the patieit any ownership interest in
his cells after ihey had been removed from his body-9

The California Supreme Court has beea the nation's leader in the area
of informed consent, deriding in 1972 tbat a physician had a "fiduciary*
responsibility to the patient to disclose tie nature of tne proposed treat-
ment, its alternative, risk*, and problems of recuperation.10 Past cases have
all concentrated on the patient's choice, enhancing that choice by providing
"material" information to the patient, information that might cause the
patient to accept oi reject the proposed treatment. Remarkably, the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court ruled that the doctrine of informed consent requires
a full financial disclosure jryijLPfayjEiflflR.hfliaMSRfF'fo'T'* *n tnakf a fiTunpiiri!
disclosure is a violation of trust that undermines patient autonomy.

The goal is 10 protect patients from physicians whose judgment might be
influenced by profit and who might thus be in a Bonflict-of-ktterert position
wim their own patients. In the court's words:

A physician who treats a patient in whom he alio has a research hterest has
potentially conflicting loyalties.... The possibility that an Interest extraneous
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to the patient's health has affected the physician's judgment is something a
reasonable patient would want to know in deriding whether to consent to a.
proposed course of treatment. It is material to Che patient's decision and, thus,
a prerequisite to informed consent.

This is not to say that physician-researchers are evil-minded or intention-
ally advocate procedures not in their patients' best interests, only that "con-
sciously or unconsciously . . . the physician's extraneous motivation may
affect his judgment.*

Selling Cdls

The remaining defendants—the Regents of the University of California, a
researcher, and two corporations—were not physicians and thus had no
iidependenl fiduciary duty to the patient. The appeals court had found
tlem potentially liable for conversion of Moore's property interest in h s cells.
The California Supreme Court, however, reversed this holding, ft gave three
reasons: n o previous court had ever decided that a patient had a continuing
property interest hi excised cells; California statutes drastically limit the
patient's interest in excised cells; and the patented Mo cell line is "both
f actually and legally distinct from the cells taken from Moore's body,"

Probably because none of these reasons is terribly persuasive, the court
went on at length to discuss the public policy reasons that it believed sup-
ported the denial of Moore's property claim. Again there were three: a fair
balancing of interests counsels against recognizing the claim; the legislature
should solve this problem; and Moore's rights can be protected by a suit
against the physician. Of these three, the centerpiece of the opinion is the
first. The court essentially concluded that the biotechnology industxy is
both wonderful and fragile. Since It .is •wonderful, we must all do our part
to foster it; since it is fragile, we must protect k from harm:

Research on human cefls plays a critical roie in medical research.... Products
developed through biotechnology that have already been approved for marketing
in this country include treatments end tests for leukemia, cancer, diabetes,
dwarfkm, hepatitis-B, kidney transplant rejection, emphysema, osteoporosis,
ulcers, anemia, infertility, and gynecological tumors, to name but a few. . . .
The extension of conversion law into this area will hinder research by restricting
access to the necessary raw material.

.lRj.hc..CQUrtYflowery «""fc, racngniriBg_conK<raa»-jttmild.JtIitaa*CTl
t o destroy the economic incentive to conduct important medical research
. . . . With every cell sample a researcher would purchase a ticket in the
litigation lottery." On the other hand, denying Moore's property claim "will
only make it more difficult for Moore to recover a highly theoretical wind-
fall."

Justice Armand Arabian concurred because he thought a market hi hu-
oan flesh would "commingle the sacred with the profane." On the other
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hand, he favored a legislatively created licensing scheme that would estab-
lish a fixed rate of profit sharing between researcher and subject." He
seemed to genuinely regret the lack of compensation to Moore, but con-
cluded his opinion with a quotation from Hamlet, noting that "Courts
cannot and should not fashion a remedy for every 'heartache and the thou-
sand natural shocks that flesh is heir to.'"

The Dissenting Opinions

Justice Allen Broussard argued that the majority confused the right to
control one's body parts after removal with the right to control them prior
to removal. More important, Broussard also noted persuasively that the
majority's conclusion cannot rest on the proposition that there it no owner-
ship or right of possession hi removed body parts because If another drug
company or medical center now stoic the cells from UCLA, "there would
be no question but that a cause of action for conversion would properly lie
against the thief." He here captures the irony of the conclusion that every-
one except the patient can own the patient's removed cells and treat them
as property. Finally, he argued that, unlike traditional iifbrmed consent
cases where the plaintiff must prove that a reasonable person would not
have consented to the procedure if the required material information had
been provided, in an economic damages case liJce this, the plaintiff should
only have to prove that "the doctor's wrongful failure to disclose informa-
tion proximately caused the plaintiff some type of compensable damage."
Although the majority did not discuss it, Brouisard opined that "hi appro-
priate circumstances, punitive as well as compensatory damages would
clearly be recoverable in mch an action."

Justice Stanley Mosk's dissent made it painfully clear that the majority
had virtually no rational basis for its opiaion other than its view that up-
holding Moore's claim would be bad for business. For example, the major-
ity relied on statutes that permit the "scientific" use of body parts after
donation or autopsy. But Mosk argued mat this does not extend to com-
merce. In his words, the question is not between not-for-profit science and
for-profit science (as the majority accused him of), "but the concept of
science: the distinction I draw — is between a truly scientific use and the
blatant commercial exploitation of Moore's tissue." Whatever the statutes
on the disposition of human tissues, Mask concludes, "at the tune of its
excision he [Moore] had at least the right to do with his own tissue whatever
the defendants did mtk it" (emphasis added)

THE BIOTECH INDUSTRY

The core of the dissent, like the core of the opinion, is the public policy
discussion of the nature and the future of the for-profit biotechnology
industry. The majority saw it as a congenial enterprise ia which cell Hues
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are freely shared for the good of scientific progress. Mosk is not so land,
noting that the "rush to patent for exclusive use has been rampant," and
with it has come **a drastic reduction In the formerly free access of research-
ers to new cell lines and their products."

The biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies have also "demanded
and received exclusive rights in the scientist's discoveries, and frequently
placed those discoveries under trade secret protection.. . . Secrecy as a
normal business practice is also takiitg hold in university research labora-
tories." As for the burdens of upholding Moore's strict liability conversion
claim, Mosk is not persuaded. Researchers usually keep records in any
event, and by such record keeping any researcher "can be assured that the
source of the material has consented to his proposed use of it, and hence
that use is not a conversion."

Mosk argued that public policy actually requires an acceptance of
Moore's claim because of the deep respect we accord to the human body
"as the physical and temporal expression of the unique human persona1*
and principles of equity and fairness. According to Mosi, our traditional
respect for the individual's body has been demonstrated by laws against
torture and slaverj, and these laws are directly implicated "whenever scien-
tiits or industrialists claim . . . the right to appropriate and exploit a pa-
tient's tissue for their sole economic benefit—the right, ia other words, to
freely mine or harrest valuable physical properties of the patient's body."

The second policy concern is fairness: "Our society values fundamental
fairness in dealings between its members, and condemns the unjust enrich-
ment of any member at the expense of another." Justice Mosk terms such
u&just enrichment both "inequitable and immoral ,** quoting Thomas Mur-
ray as saying, "If biotechnologists fail to make provisions for a just sharing
of profits with the person whose gift made it possible, the public's sense of
justice will be offended and no one will be the -winner."

The precise contours of the informed consent holding are unclear, but
Mosk. argued that it is a "paper tiger" because few patients would actually
refuse to consent based solely on economic considerations. In his view
such a cause of action would only give patients "a veto over their own
exploitation.* A recognition of their continuing property interest in their
own tissue, however, "would give patient! an affirmative right of participa-
tion'' in the role of equal partners in commercial biotechnology research.

Finally, in an unusual conclusion, Justice Mosk disassociated hknself
completely from the "amateur biology lecture that the majority imposes on
us throughout their opinion." He did this because there was no evidence at

the saextiiSc.
material was in an appendix in the Golde brief), the material was irrelevant
to the law, in technoloijcal jargon, and "no member of this court is a
trained molecular biologist or even a physician." Thus, he concluded, it is
not surprising that "some of their explanations appear either mistaken,
confused, or incomplete."
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BLINDED BY SCIENCE

There are many ways to look at this case. As is clear from its text, the
majority simply accepts the "chicken little" argument that if John Moore's
property interest in bis cells u uphe^.tlw biotechnology industry's sly will
& y U O i i d i l J U f f ^ ^ l S T i S E ^ d
the justice seem to have been blinded by science and unable or unwilling
to distinguish it from commerce. They are blinded in another -way as well,
as Justice Mosk notes, when they adopt complex molecular biology terms
which they proceed to use In ways that are at the very least unclear, and
often either incorrect or irrelevant. Since the court will not permit these
issues to even be heard, there will be no occasion for any fair presentation
of the science actually involved in creating and maintaining cell lines. Even
a law and economies'1 approach would have required giving some value to
Moore's cells, and would have insisted that it be taken into account as a
cost of doing business in the biotechnology arena.

It is not necessarily wrong for courts to base their ultimate conclusions
on their interpretation of pubb'c policy. On the other hand, courts have an
obligation to analyze and struggle with novel questions of law as part of
our common law tradition. It is thus very disappointing to see the majority
simply ignore the insightful and powerful analysis of the appeals court on
the issue of conversion. Instead of searching for possible analogies in the
law that might illuminate the conflict, the court summarily dismissed the
conversion claim with the unhelpful statement that Moore was kvokkg "a
tort theory originally used to determine whether the loser or the finder of a
horse had the better title."

Bven though commentators on this case have concentrated on the conver-
sion/property aspects of it, and have correctly argued that it is a major
victory for the biotechnology industry, the most important aspect of the
opinion deals with the expansion of the informed consent requirements
based on the fiduciary nature of the doctor-patient relationship. The court
had no problem with a biotechnology industry that breathlessly pursues
profits; This is the way American business operates. But physicians are
another matter altogether: when physicians are m a position to personally
profit from their own treatment recommeadations, the court bedeves they
must disclose this financial or research aspect to their patient as part of
informed consent. Of course this .applies to Golde and Moore. But their
rationale would also apply to physicians who recommend a procedure or
treatment that will pay them more than an alternative treatment or.nrpce-

~drae."ttiSSHive5 neect iioTb'e"just financial; any ^interest extraneous to the
patient's health" that nught affect the recommendation must be disclosed.
Should informed consent cow concentrate as much on the fir»wcial motives
of the physician as on the nature of the proposed procedure? Should the
physician's tax returns and percentage of income derived from the recom-
mended procedure be part of informed consent? Must the pbytidan dis-
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dose marital problems, kids in college, a loss in the stock market, or other
personal or financial troubles that might affect her judgment?

The expansion of the informed consent doctrine in this manner requires
much more analysis than the court presented. When, for example, does the
physician's personal interest in the treatment recommendation or persona]
problems become so overwhelming as to disqualify the physician altogether
as a potential advisor to the patient? Under what dtcumstaices might a
second, neutral, opinion be requited? In the organ and tissue business we
already have two examples where ethical standards, although not law,
counsel that even the appearance of a conflict of interest should disqualify
die physician from making certain decisions. The first is that transplant
surgeons should not be involved in the determination of death of a potential
donor, and the second (as discussed in the foEowing chapter) is that physi-
cians who perform abortions should not get any reward, finan^'ai or aca-
demic, from fetal tissue research.

MINING FOR BIOLOGICAL COLD

Garbage companies have no obligation to tell their clients what is being
dona with their garbage—but phyiiciara do. The doctor-patient relation-
ship is a fiduciary relationship, and part of that trust is the assumption that
anything not disclosed to the patient is withheld because the information
could not affect tie patient's decision, or the withheld information concerns
something done for the patient's benefit. This is hardly the ease when a
patient's organ is mined for biological gold. Here, information is withheld
for the benefit of the physician or researcher, and the justification offered
ia that the patient might not agree to donate the tissue, but might instead
expect some compensation 'in the event It is transformed into a commercial
product.

To paraphrase Leona Helmsley, the majority opinion concludes that
% l y the littlepecple cant sell celfa." This resilt will seem unfair to almost
everyone.l-e#5lan*on thus seems both reasonable and likely. What should
stch legislation contain? Judge Rothman seems correct. If human cells are
tojrejources oXjgojltdPjtentejijor_bo^jhgj|ersgjt from whom these
cells derive should have at least as much standing to owa and profit from
ticu: commercial o^pitatio^j^iSiphysician and the biotechnology com-
pjny. This leaves essentially two choice*. My_ preference:.u..tp.discourage

"Increasing commercialization of the body and its tissues by amending the
Patent Act explicitly to prohibit the patenting of humaa ceQi (including
genes and gene fragments), and the Oigan Transplant Act to include a
prohibition en the sale of human tissue and cells for any purpose {not just
when they are intended for transplantation).

Until -we can overcome our appetite for profit, however, we will need to
deal with the world as we find it. Fairness and respect for persons require
that we explicitly inform patients that their organs, tissues, and cells may

be used for commercial purposes when this is intended. Patients should
have a right to accept or reject this use, and they should be offend reason-
able compensation if they agree to it. This compensation could be in the
form of a small payment for excluswe rigits or an agreement that a small
percentage of profits (or gross sales) would accrue to the patient in the
unlikely event that a commercially successful product were developed.

Since most removed tissues will not turn out to be valuable, however,
and since paying even a small price for all of them may simply be a waste '
of money, perhaps the most reasonable thing to do is to provide that com- :

pensationshallbepaMbasedcmasiandaTdfeeidiedule{suc^aslpcraKit \
of cross sates), payment to be made either to the individual or to a son- \
profit cell line storage facility, the election to be made by the patient at the \
thne of consent to the removal. A clause ina standard consent fonn requir- \ .
ing the patienttgjmpjyjHaiygMpigjje^^ /7
be legally meffectfocj^ajgerciye "adj^oa^jegntract.
~TMsofsom«skQaar scheme will have to be adopted if we want to prevent
physicians and researchers from being sees as simply oppcrtunutfc profit
seeters. The law cannot remedy every "heartache and the thousand natural
shocks that flesh is heir to," but it can serve quite adequately to craft
reasonable comnerdal agreements that protect against "the slings and
arrows of outrageous fortune" and are fair to all parties.
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